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Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission to the Standing Committee on the
Environment and Transport and City Services inquiry into the current and future need for
library sites and the best, most cost effective model of library service points.

As a user of public library services for over forty years in Sydney, the Hunter and now the
ACT, the ACT service model, in my opinion, is very effective....if you know that it is there
to be used and how to use it. The co-location of libraries with colleges (e.g Tuggeranong)
and close to public transport, works very well for students and patrons who do not drive.

Below are my comments against the terms of reference for your consideration.

(1) The role of libraries within the ACT Community 

- to educate and demonstrate to the community that the Internet does not replace
libraries/librarians 

- to provide a safe and mindful haven from the chaos of day to day life

- to expand the knowledge, creativity and opportunities of the community

- to break down community barriers and biases by allowing the public to see the world
through different lenses/perspectives

- to stimulate ideas, motivate, and enable the public to reach personal and collective goals

(2) Strategic planning for libraries in the ACT 

(a) the Current practice ( seen from my perspective) is -  Registered library Customers
"pull" excellent public library services that are, unfortunately, not well advertised/
"pushed" to non patrons. It would appear that the marketing of services to non users (
particularly the working population) is not prioritised. 

(b) Potential revisions to current practice and the associated benefits - Services should be
"pushed"/ marketed to new audiences. Why not have pop up kiosks in shopping centres, at
Canberra Connect, at bus interchanges, at hospitals, at local government offices, at local
leisure centres? There is also potential to work more closely with other information
networks/agencies - benefits could include sharing of resources, facilities, greater
exposure.

(c) Opportunities for community involvement - get library patrons that are interested and
able ( aided by a library staff member) to:

provide a "show and tell" of library services at their local network/club/office.  The
services could be tailored to the interests of the group e.g if it is a sport group,
demonstrate sport books, magazines, databases etc.
Coordinate a regular trivial pursuit session in the library  (like pubs do...minus the
alcohol).
Set up a Library Users Blog/online SharePoint where customers can provide book
reviews, share tips on using services etc.

(3) The nature and extent of current and future community demand for different library
services:

(a) Non-digital offerings - elderly patrons do not always have access to and/or desire to
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use digital services and therefore hard copy materials must still be provided for the
elderly.  Parents bond with their children by reading/ sharing books with them.
Likewise young children learn to dream and love books through Picture Books.
 Visually impaired readers also require large print books (and/or audio books).
(b) Digital offerings - these are excellent for travelling on planes, coaches, buses.
Demand for these services will increase if marketed properly.  Why not give out
brochures/have posters about e books, e magazines, audio books at bus/coach terminals.
Often the highlight of my working day was listening to an ACT Library audio book
while I commuted to and from work.
(c) Education and training opportunities -  educational institutions will always demand
easy access to a collection of core educational texts as well as additional background
readings for their students. They will also require adequate learning spaces for private
and group study. This will become more important as students gain their educations
online/remotely. I recently completed post graduate studies online. This meant I
couldn't utilise my university library, in another state, for a quiet place to study. My
local library provided me with a study place ( studying at home equals too many
distractions). 
(d) Facilities available for public use - to ensure an innovative and knowledgable
community, the public will continue to need adequate spaces to seek, share, debate and
retain information. Maybe the library should look at hosting local community
debates/public speaking sessions to encourage the sharing and critique of local
information/services and topics of concern to the community. This Inquiry could have
been discussed in such a way.
(e) Spaces for learning, creativity and for achieving social inclusion - see above
comments.
(f) Other government services co-located with libraries - in addition to the current
library facilities that work, provide access to library services at other government
services via pop up library service kiosks.
(g) Any other library services sought by the community - create more opportunities for
the public to, on a voluntary basis, work/share their skills/knowledge within the
libraries. 

(4) The extent to which ACT Libraries are positioned to respond flexibly to meet current
and future community opportunities and demands

The demand for services needs to be adequately resourced, including having resources to
market the services to new and existing customers in more innovative ways.

The information seeking behaviours and information requirements of the ACT Community
need to be properly gathered and analysed. To do this the library website/catalogue could
have a simple survey that customers are asked to complete before/after they use the
services. Further, the wider public could be given the opportunity to respond to a few
verbal questions about their information requirements/seeking behaviours in local
shopping centres ( a clip board survey).

(5) The extent to which ACT Libraries are accessible to the community, including:

(a) Opening hours - the library could be open after business hours for workers to pick
up reserved items - maybe one night a week. I often find it very hard to collect reserved
items on weekends. Maybe investigate a parcel post option where customers are given a
pin key to access a parcel box so they can retrieve their reserved items. You can
currently return books after hours but you cannot pick up hardcopy reserved items after
hours. 
(b) Locations - what happened to the mobile library that used to visit local
markets/outer suburbs? This mobile service was a great way to market services to new
customers and discover new items. FYI the link on the library website to mobile



libraries ( under the FAQs) no longer works. 
 Lanyon Valley lacks a physical library service point. Will this be addressed in the
future? 

General feedback

-------------------

1. What could be improved?

"Choice" magazine can't be borrowed. Is it possible that patrons could get access to this
electronically?

When you reserve an item online the reserve only lasts for a year. I have often been
waiting for a popular item for 11 months and then the hold drops off after the 12 month
mark. This means I have to resubmit the reserve and get back in another long line for the
item. There should be an online option that allows you to extend the hold/reserve after the
12 months is up.

Since library customers have been able to check out their books themselves this has
reduced the interaction with the library staff. I think this is disappointing and reduced the
incidental library questions that often were asked when items were being checked out by
the library staff. I would recommend putting the check out PCs much closer to the library
staff counter and or have a staff member rostered to approach customers when they enter
the library/browse the collection to ask if they need any help.  As stated above, the library
service waits for the customer to approach them, it does not proactively seek out the
customer. I suspect this is due to insufficient resourcing. Unfortunately if the library wants
to broaden the thinking and opportunities of its customers, the library needs to guide
customers to new areas that they may not know about. What ever happened to reader
guides that introduced readers to different authors, subjects, genres and book reviews of
new items? Maybe get customers to put their reviews of items/services up on a library
blog.

2. What do I love about my local library?  

The location, the water views, the wide selection of magazines ( online and in hardcopy),
the audio books, the quiet space to read and study, receiving library alerts and overdue
reminders via email, and being able to search the resources both on the shelf and online.

One of the reasons I decided to stay in the ACT and not move to the coast/another regional
area was because of the excellent library service available to ACT patrons. 

---------------------------

Finally please see below a relevant link to why we need libraries in the ACT - an essay in
pictures by Neil Gaiman and Chris Riddell.

https://www.theguardian.com/books/gallery/2018/sep/06/neil-gaiman-and-chris-riddell-on-
why-we-need-libraries-an-essay-in-pictures?CMP=Share_iOSApp_Other

Regards,

Mrs. D . Banham
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Note: could my address and phone number please be withheld from the public website that
displays the submissions. Thank you.
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